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Adam Richman is one of the most recognized food personalities and television hosts on the 
planet: Man vs Food, Travel Channel; Secret Eats, Cooking Channel, Food Fighters, NBC TV, 
BBQ Champ, ITV to name a few. 
Adam Richman is teaming up with executive producer Andrew Zimmern, Award-winning TV 
personality, chef, writer and teacher, is regarded as one of the most knowledgeable personalities in 
the food world. As the creator, executive producer and host of the Bizarre Foods franchise on Travel 
Channel, The Zimmern List and Andrew Zimmern’s Driven by Food, he has explored cultures in more 
than 170 countries, promoting impactful ways to think about, create and live with food. 
In SLICE, Adam Richman takes viewers on an around the world eating adventure seeking out the 
greatest slices of local food and culture. If it’s flat & cooked (...you know you crave it) get ready to take a 
bite of SLICE, the half hour series that travels the world in search of our favorite comfort food.
Pizza is the launching point - just one category of more than 160 styles of global flat breads topped 
with everything from the the rock star favorite Italian sauce & sausage to Armenian lamb & goat 
cheese, even Indian potato naan.
Each episode’s opening segment sets up a city’s ‘pizza or flatbread profile’ - with a quick tour of the 
classic pizza parlors that have been catering to loyal customers for years. These are the pizza’s of 
our youth; the old standards. Each of the next three acts profile a devout pizza maker & the story 
behind what makes their slice unique. SLICE is everything flat & everything delicious - by far the 
most consumed category of food on planet earth.

“Whether it’s a slice of pizza, slice of cake, slice of charcuterie, 
I’m going to take you on a journey in dazzling 4K all over this 
amazing world, and we are going to have an incredibly nice 
slice of life.” - ADAM RICHMAN

For more information:
Natalie Lawley
natalie@escapademedia.com.au
www.escapademedia.com.au
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